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Original Article

Objective: The family caregivers of patients receiving palliative 
care experience high levels of anxiety and depression. The aim 
of the present study was to investigate the factors associated 
with family caregivers’ anxiety and depression when caring for 
patients with advanced cancer in Greece. Methods: The sample 
consisted of 100 patients undergoing palliative radiotherapy 
and their respective caregivers. Patients completed the Hospital 
Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) and the MD Anderson 
Symptom Inventory. Their respective caregivers completed the 
Oberst Caregiving Burden Scale, the Bakas Caregiving Outcomes 
Scale, and the HADS. Correlational and multiple regression 
analyses were conducted to identify potential predictors of 
anxiety and depression. Results: The majority of patients were 
male (63.0%), whereas the majority of their caregivers were 
female (76.0%). The mean ages of patients and caregivers were 
63.9 ± 10.8 and 53.3 ± 12.6 years, respectively. Caregiving anxiety 
and depression were associated with patients’ variables, such as 
gender (P < 0.0005), primary cancer (P = 0.008), and past surgery 

(P = 0.002), and caregiver’s variables, such as gender (P = 0.001), 
co‑residence (P = 0.05), previous care experience (P = 0.04), 
and means of transport (P = 0.038). In multiple regression 
analyses, caregiving anxiety and depression were significantly 
predicted by caregivers’ and patients’ characteristics, in a model 
that accounted for 48% of the anxiety variance (P < 0.0005) and 
39% of the depression variance (P < 0.0005). Conclusion: The 
caregivers who experienced more anxiety and depression shared 
the following traits: they were women, cared for men with lung 
cancer, cared for patients not undergoing surgery, lived together, 
were younger, went to the hospital by private means of transport, 
had previous care experience, and perceived an increased degree 
of general burden. Further investigation of the factors that may 
affect caregivers’ psychological state is required to better identify 
parameters that may predict it.
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Introduction
In the United States of  America, it is estimated that 

2.8 million people provide services to cancer patients 
as informal family caregivers.[1] The need for intensive 
caregiving by the family is due to an improvement in 
patients' survival rates, as a result of  better treatment 
options, a shorter hospital stay, and the overall decrease in 
available financial resources.[2‑4] A spectrum of  caregiving 
roles, such as patients' management of  the disease and 
treatment complications, handling of  symptoms and 
medication, psychological support, and physical care, 
is usually undertaken after little or no training and with 
limited resources.[2,5,6] Therefore, family caregivers provide 
everyday support to the patients,[7] while often neglecting 
themselves and failing to address their own personal 
needs and feelings.[8,9] Given the importance of  interaction 
between patients and their respective caregivers, where the 
former influences the health condition of  the latter,[10,11] 
research on caregiving is continuously evolving and focusing 
even more on what we call the “patient–caregiver pair.”[12]

The burden, as a result of  caregiving, is a concept 
with physical, psychological, social, and financial 
dimensions.[2,3] Anxiety and depression are considered 
indicators of  psychological burden or distress.[13,14] 
Kramer[15] suggests that the concept of  “caregiver burden” 
may be considered the same as “psychological dysfunction,” 
as are anxiety and depression. For some investigators, the 
difference lies in the fact that the “burden” refers to the more 
tangible aspects of  care.[16] Although a number of  studies 
have focused on the concepts of  burden and depression, 
there is no consensus as to whether or not any distinction 
should be made between them.[17]

The distress experienced by caregivers comes as a 
result of  the demanding care that accompanies patient 
health deterioration.[2] While patients’ disease process 
and treatment affect the burden caregivers’ experience,[18] 
courses of  radiotherapy create new demands on them and 
new roles, such as accompanying the patient to the hospital 
on a daily basis for their treatments.

According to Thrush and Hyder,[13] the psychological or 
emotional burden of  family caregivers of  cancer patients 
is the most common type of  burden. The intensive and 
burdensome tasks involved in caregiving often lead to distress, 
anxiety, and depression,[19] with incidences ranging from 
52% to 94%. These effects are the most commonly reported 
findings.[13,20] Anxiety and depression are more severe in 
the case of  advanced cancer patients.[21,22] More specifically, 
Trevino et al.[23] found that there is an increased risk of  
developing major depressive disorder and generalized anxiety 
disorder, which highlights the need for early prevention 
measures for caregivers of  patients with advanced cancer.

The number of  Greek families providing systematic 
oncology care is unknown, but it is thought to be large, given 
the strong family bonds and the inadequacy of the public 
health care services to cover the basic needs of  patients 
and their caregivers. However, it is estimated that the scale 
of informal caregiving may have risen even more in recent 
years, because of  the detrimental effects of  the economic 
crisis on family budget and public services in Greece. This 
phenomenon is exacerbated by a dramatic reduction in the 
number of  professional caregivers employed and hired in 
public hospitals. The family always was and still is a bastion 
of Greek society, and in most cases, families are willing to look 
after their members. They usually see the provision of care 
as an expression of love to their nearest and dearest, rather 
than as a burden. The factors that predict caregiver stress in 
Greece have some similarities to those in other European 
countries, but there are also cultural differences that need to be 
taken into account. In Greece, the acknowledged inadequacy 
of the health services, reduced resources, and the lack of  
palliative care structures are counterbalanced by Greece’s 
special cultural characteristics, such a willingness to help, the 
obligation to provide care, the unofficial support network of  
distant relatives and friends, and the powerful familial bonds.

However, the demand for intensive and continuous care 
is likely to have an unexpected impact on caregivers’ lives.[24] 
Only a few studies have been conducted in Greece of  factors 
that may influence the psychological state of  caregivers of  
patients with advanced cancer.[25,26] Hence, an exploration of  
these factors could contribute to identifying and developing 
specific interventions that would be politically and culturally 
relevant. On the condition that there is “mutual influence” 
between patients and caregivers,[10,27] the present study 
assumes that patient demographics, clinical characteristics, 
and psychological condition can be used as predictive 
factors for caregivers’ anxiety and depression. The purpose 
of  this study was to determine the factors associated with 
the anxiety and depression of  family members caring for 
patients undergoing palliative radiotherapy.

Methods
Research design

The present study was a cross‑sectional, exploratory, 
and correlational study that used a prospective, consecutive 
sampling approach.

Participants and setting
The target population was a convenience sample of 100 

adult patient–caregiver pairs. Patients suffered from advanced 
cancer and were undergoing palliative radiotherapy in two 
oncology centers in Athens. The respective family caregivers 
had been nominated by the patients themselves and they were 
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the ones who, without receiving any payment, provided the 
patients with their main care. The inclusion criteria in this study 
were age >18 years, the absence of a psychiatric diagnosis, and 
good knowledge of the Greek language. Each pair participated 
in the study only once, regardless of the number of times they 
visited the department. The data were collected over a period 
of 18 months while the patients and caregivers were visiting 
the radiotherapy unit for the daily dose.

Data collection
Besides clinical and demographic data, patients were 

asked to complete (a) the Hospital Anxiety and Depression 
Scale (HADS) and (b) the MD Anderson Symptom 
Inventory (MDASI). At the same time and in another room, 
their respective caregivers completed (a) the HADS, (b) the 
Bakas Caregiving Outcomes Scale (BCOS), and (c) the 
Oberst Caregiving Burden Scale (OCBS).

Anxiety and depression were measured using the Greek 
version of  HADS (G‑HADS). G‑HADS is a self‑completed 
screening tool, designed for use in a hospital setting, that 
has been translated, validated, and widely used in the Greek 
population.[28] It consists of  14 questions that evaluate 
anxiety (7 questions) and depression (7 questions), with 
each question rated from 0 (none) to 3 (maximum). The 
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients in the present study were 
0.86 and 0.77, respectively.

Burden was measured using the Greek version of  the 
BCOS. This is a questionnaire of 15 items that evaluate the 
caregivers’ burden and thus changes in caregivers’ lives as a 
result of providing care. More specifically, BCOS assesses the 
perceptions of social functioning, physical health, and subjective 
well‑being on a 7‑point scale, ranging from –3 (changes for the 
worst) to +3 (changes for the best). Answers are scored from 1 
to 7, where a higher score indicates less burden, giving a range 
of possible total values from 15 to 105. The Cronbach’s alpha 
coefficient for the Greek version was 0.83.[29]

The OCBS assesses caregivers’ perceptions of  the 
difficulty of  care tasks (OCBS‑D) and the time spent 
performing these tasks (OCBS‑T). Each subscale consists 
of  15 questions.[30] All items are rated on a 5‑point scale 
to indicate the amount of  time spent (1 = none to 5 = a 
great amount) and the level of  perceived difficulty (1 = not 
difficult to 5 = extremely difficult) for each task. Each 
subscale score is calculated by summing the responses for 
OCBS‑T (time spent) and OCBS‑D (difficulty) of  each task. 
The range of  possible values that each subscale can take 
ranges from 15 to 75, with a higher score showing more 
negative results. Cronbach’s alpha coefficient in the present 
study was 0.87 for OCBS‑D and 0.83 for OCBS‑T.

The Greek version of  the MDASI questionnaire 
measures symptomatology. More specifically, it evaluates 
the presence and severity of  15 symptoms experienced by 

patients over the last 24 h, as well as the interference of  
these symptoms in their daily activities. Each symptom 
is scored on an 11‑point scale (0–10), with 0 indicating 
that the symptom did not occur and 10 indicating that the 
symptom was the worst possible. The potential interference 
of  a symptom on the functionality and on the life of  the 
patient is also scored on a scale of  0–10, where 0 indicates 
that the symptom did not interfere and 10 indicates that 
it interfered completely. Translation and validation of  the 
questionnaire were performed by Mystakidou et al.[31] in a 
Greek sample of  patients with advanced cancer. Cronbach’s 
alpha coefficient was 0.83 for the symptom severity subscale 
and 0.85 for the life interference subscale.

Statistical analysis
Continuous variables are expressed as mean values 

and standard deviations, while categorical variables 
are expressed as frequencies and percentages. The 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistical test was used to assess the 
normality of the continuous and categorical variables. Factor 
analysis between independent and dependent variables 
was performed using Student’s t‑test for independent 
samples, analysis of  variance, and Pearson’s r correlation 
coefficient to investigate the relationships between the 
outcome variables (anxiety and depression) and predictor 
variables (patient and caregiver data). All factors that had a 
statistically significant relationship to the outcome variable 
in univariate analysis were included in the multiple linear 
regression model (stepwise method) to determine the factors 
that affected the dependent variable. To apply multiple 
linear regression model, the assumptions of  normality, 
variance, measurement independence, and noncollinearity 
of  independent variables were all tested using the variance 
inflation factor of  tolerance. Statistical significance was set 
to P < 0.05 (two‑tailed), and data analysis was performed 
using SPSS 18.0 (Chicago: SPSS Inc., USA).

Ethical approval
The study was approved by the hospitals’ Ethical 

Committee before data collection. Patients and their 
caregivers were verbally informed about the research, and 
their questions were answered as fully as possible. All 
patients then signed a written consent form that stated the 
purpose of the study, assured anonymity and confidentiality, 
and explained the usefulness of  the expected results.

Results
To achieve a sample of  100 pairs of  patients and their 

informal caregivers, the investigators had approached 
160 pairs. Out of  those approached, 25 patients and 35 
caregivers refused to participate because of  the patients’ 
burdened physical state, lack of  time on their part, or 
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fear of  any additional discomfort imposed mainly on the 
patients (response rate 62.5%).

Characteristics of participants
The demographic characteristics of  the caregivers as 

well as the characteristics of  the patients (demographic 
and clinical) are presented in Table 1. The patients’ mean 
age was 63.9 years (standard deviation [SD] = 10.8, range: 
35–87). The majority of  the patients in this study were 
male (63%), suffered from lung cancer (48%), had previously 
undergone operation for cancer (47%), had undergone 
chemotherapy (58%), and rated their Eastern Cooperative 
Oncology Group performance status as 2 (ambulatory and 
capable of  all self‑care but unable to carry out any work 
activities; up and about more than 50% of  waking hours). 
The average age of  caregivers was 53.3 years (SD = 12.6, 
range: 26–88) and the majority were female (76%). The 
caregivers in this sample were married (88%) with adult 
children (69%), 76% of  them lived with the patients, and 
59% of  them were spouses; 59% of  the caregivers were 
experienced in caring for loved ones with chronic illness, 
while 38% of  them also had professional employment.

Descriptive data of variables
The average total values of  the questionnaires such 

as BCOS, OBCS (OBCS‑T and OBCS‑D), HADS, and 
MDASI are shown in Table 2. More specifically, the mean 
value of  caregivers’ anxiety was 12.31 (SD = 5.03) and the 
mean value of  depression was 9.40 (SD = 4.70), i.e., the 
levels of  anxiety surpassed the levels of  depression. It 
should be noted that grades from 8 to 10 simply indicate 
the presence of  anxiety or depression, while grades above 
11 indicate probable mood disturbances.[32]

Univariate analysis
The comparison between HADS‑Anxiety and 

HADS‑Depression variables showed statistically significant 
relationships for some characteristics of  patients and 
caregivers.

Univariate analysis revealed that the male patients in 
this study had caused more anxiety to their caregivers than 
the female patients (P < 0.0005), while female caregivers 
experienced more anxiety than male caregivers (P = 0.001). 
Caregivers reported higher levels of  anxiety: (a) when 
their patients had not undergone surgery to treat 
cancer (P = 0.002), (b) when they lived with their 
patients (P = 0.05), (c) when they had provided care for 
other loved ones in the past (P = 0.040), and (d) when they 
had to drive the patients to the hospital for their radiotherapy 
courses (P = 0.038). Regarding the HADS‑Depression 
data, male patients reported higher levels of  depression 
than women (P = 0.001), while female caregivers 

experienced significantly greater depression (P < 0.0005). 
Greater depression was also noted in those who had 
previously treated other loved ones (P = 0.004). Patients 
with breast and urogenital cancer reported low‑intensity 
depressive symptoms compared to those of  lung cancer 
patients (P = 0.003). Comparisons between HADS‑Anxiety, 

Table 1: Demographic and clinical characteristics

Patients’ and Caregivers’ characteristics Patients Caregivers

Age (years)

Mean±SD 63.9±10.8 53.3±12.6

Range 35‑87 26‑88

Gender, n (%)

Male 63 (63.0) 24 (24.0)

Female 37 (37.0) 76 (76.0)

Family status, n (%)

Married 88 (88.0)

Unmarried 12 (12.0)

Primary diagnosis, n (%)

Lung 48 (48.0)

Breast 22 (22.0)

Urogenital system 20 (20.0)

Other 10 (10.0)

Educational level, n (%)

Primary 52 (52.0) 36 (36.0)

High school 37 (37.0) 45 (45.0)

University 11 (11.0) 19 (19.0)

Past surgery, n (%)

No 53 (53.0)

Yes 47 (47.0)

Past chemotherapy, n (%)

No 42 (42.0)

Yes 58 (58.0)

ECOG performance status, n (%)

1 27 (27.0)

2 37 (37.0)

3 36 (36.0)

Minor child, n (%)

No 86 (86.0) 69 (69.0)

Yes 14 (14.0) 31 (31.0)

Residence, n (%)

Same as patient 76 (76.0)

Other 24 (24.0)

Care experience, n (%)

No 41 (41.0)

Yes 59 (59.0)

Relationship with patient, n (%)

Spouse 59 (59.0)

Child 27 (27.0)

Other 14 (14.0)

Daily working hours, n (%)

Not working/retired 62 (62.0)

4‑16 38 (38.0)

Means of transport, n (%)

Public transport 17 (17.0)

Private car 47 (47.0)

Taxi 36 (36.0)
ECOG: Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group, SD: Standard Deviation
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HADS‑Depression and marital status, patient and caregiver 
educational level, chemotherapy history, juvenile children, 
degree of  relationship, and employment of  caregivers did 
not show any statistically significant differences [Table 3].

Statistically significant correlations were found between 
the age of  caregivers and the HADS‑Anxiety variable 
(r = –0.245, P = 0.014) and between the burden scales such 
as BCOS (r = –0.524, P = 0.0005), OBCS‑T (r = 0.386, 
P = 0.0005), and OBCS‑D (r = 0.470, P = 0.0005). 
Similarly, statistically significant correlations were found 
between the HADS‑Depression variable and the BCOS 
(r = –0.533, P = 0.0005), OBCS‑T (r = 0.303, P = 0.002), 
and OBCS‑D (r = 0.476, P = 0.0005) scores.

Multivariate analysis
Multiple linear regression analysis for the depression 

variable revealed that model factors accounted for 48% 
of  the variance (R2 = 0.477, P < 0.0005). The factors that 
appeared to have such a significant effect on depression 
were as follows: BCOS‑burden (B = –0.17, P < 0.0005), 
age (B = –0.10, P < 0.004), gender (B = 2.01, P < 0.049), 
primary diagnosis of  breast cancer (B = 0.98, P = 0.056), and 
OBCS‑D (B = 0.10, P = 0.024). On the other hand, multiple 
linear regression analysis for the anxiety variable revealed that 
model factors accounted for 39% of the variance (R2 = 0.387, 
P < 0.0005), where the variables that had a significant effect 
on anxiety were the following: BCOS‑burden (B = –0.14, 
P < 0.001), OBCS‑D (B = 0.12, P = 0.004), and caregiver 
gender (B = –2.20, P < 0.009) [Table 4].

Discussion
Cancer is a chronic illness with exacerbations and 

remissions that has a powerful effect on the lives of  patients 
and their family caregivers. A recent study focuses on the 
“patient–caregiver” pair, as patients and caregivers seem to 
respond as an “emotional cluster.”[12] Alarming symptoms 
of  the patient’s condition often demand intensive and 
long‑term care, which seriously affects the caregivers’ 
psychological situation.[33]

This study investigated factors in caregivers and patients 
that could have an impact on the caregivers’ psychological 

state. Although data analysis highlighted many interesting 
correlations, the final regression models for the variables of  
anxiety and depression were mainly explained by caregiver 
factors. Anxiety and depression showed higher scores in 
those caregivers who had a higher perception of  burden, 
in those who perceived the caregiving tasks as difficult 
and in those who were women. Caregivers of  lung cancer 
patients and young cancer patients also reported higher 
anxiety levels.

There is a wealth of  literature on caregivers’ indicators of  
distress, which include anxiety and depression. Many studies 
have investigated the burden on caregivers, noting that this 
is one of  the most significant predictive factors for anxiety 
and depression.[34‑36] In most studies, there appeared to be a 
strong relationship between burden, anxiety, and depression 
in those caring for cancer patients.[26,36] The caregiver’s 
psychological state can be negatively affected by difficult and 
stressful care tasks, such as limitations in their personal lives 
and uncertainty regarding the progression of  the illness.[14] 
Therefore, caregiving as a stress factor can threaten the 
mental, physical, and social health of  caregivers.[37]

In the final stage of  the disease, when the patient’s 
functionality is reduced, the increase in depression and 
burden is evident.[21] The moderate levels of  anxiety and 
depression observed in caregivers in the present study 
were probably due to the patients’ relatively good general 
condition and to a lack of  information about the bad 
prognosis, which is very common in Greece.

In this study, univariate analysis revealed a number 
of  factors that affected the anxiety and depression of  
caregivers, such as the gender of  patients and caregivers, 
cancer detection, co‑residence, transportation to and from 
the hospital, and previous care experiences. In terms of  
gender differences, male patients showed higher levels of  
anxiety and depression than women; thus, the caregivers’ 
psychological condition was affected to a greater extent. 
A possible explanation is that in our sample, most male 
patients had been diagnosed with lung cancer and it is likely 
that the dramatic progression of  the disease affected their 
psychological state. In addition, the traditional role of  men 
as leaders in the Greek family is probably associated with 

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the questionnaires completed by patients and caregivers

Patients Caregivers

Patients’ variables Mean±SD Minimum‑maximum Caregivers’ variables Mean±SD Minimum‑maximum

HADS‑Anxiety 8.11±3.97 0‑17 BCOS 49.95±10.49 24‑77

HADS‑Depression 8.10±4.63 0‑19 OCBS‑time 39.03±9.10 23‑69

MDASI‑Symptoms 2.51±1.18 0.47‑6.47 OCBS‑difficulty 33.48±10.70 14‑63

MDASI‑Interference 6.15±1.94 0‑10 HADS‑anxiety 12.31±5.03 1‑21

HADS‑D 9.40±4.70 0‑21
HADS: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, MDASI: MD Anderson Symptom Inventory, SD: Standard Deviation, BCOS: Bakas Caregiving Outcomes Scale, OCBS: Oberst Caregiving 
Burden Scale
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studies, it is argued that female patients experience greater 
discomfort than men[7,38] and that they seek more care.[2] 
In the current study, female caregivers experienced more 
anxiety and depression, and this finding is consistent with 
the results of  many other studies.[7,26,39] In particular, female 
spouses appear to have the highest levels of  discomfort, 
anxiety, and depression.[40] However, there are studies 
showing that male spouses experienced significantly greater 
discomfort than women.[41,42] Any differences between men 
and women in the experience of  caring[39] may be due to 
cultural patterns of  “absolute loyalty” and self‑sacrifice 
imposed by society on women. Apart from the social rules 
and roles, women often use emotional strategies of  coping, 
whereas men do not easily externalize their emotions.[9]

According to the findings of  this study, caregivers of  
patients who had undergone surgery experienced less 
anxiety; this requires further investigation in the future. It 
is possible that past surgical treatment could have reduced 
the local disease, ameliorating respiratory symptoms, 
reducing care needs, and consequently limiting the negative 
effects of  the illness on the lives of  caregivers. In addition, 
surgical treatment is usually chosen for patients in earlier 
disease stages, who are usually still in a better overall health 
condition.

Another factor that seems to affect the anxiety of  
caregivers is the co‑residence of  patients and caregivers. 
Co‑residence is associated with more demanding roles in 
prolonged care,[43] given the unlimited and around the clock 
availability of  the caregiver, resulting in a loss of  personal 
time, higher incidences of  sleep disorders, and problems 
associated with possible work obligations,[33] although there 
are reports in the literature referring to a protective role 
of  work against the psychological effects of  caregiving.[44] 
In addition, previous experience of  caregiving negatively 
affected the anxiety and depression of  the caregivers in this 
study. It is likely that those who cared for their loved one 
for an extended period of  time and had also taken care of  
other family members in the past were more anxious than 
those who assumed caregiving as a new role in their lives. 
The latter usually does not know the course of  this long 
and difficult journey of  caregiving. However, since there 
is no clear evidence of  the effect of  previous caregiving 
experiences on the outcomes of  care, further investigation 
will be needed in the future.

In this study, the caregivers of  lung cancer patients 
demonstrated higher anxiety and depression compared to 
the caregivers of  breast cancer patients. In another study, 
female caregivers of  lung cancer patients had higher levels 
of  depression compared to male caregivers, both at the 
time of  treatment and a year later.[45] It can be assumed that 
caregivers of  lung cancer patients, who are mostly women, 

Table 3: Univariate qualitative analysis of anxiety and 
depression variables

Variables Mean±SD P

HADS‑Anxiety

Gender (P)

Male 10.78±4.65 <0.0005

Female 7.05±3.81

Gender (C)

Male 6.63±3.94 0.001

Female 10.28±4.60

Primary diagnosis

Lung 10.94±5.07 0.008

Breast 7.05±3.34

Urogenital system 8.60±3.89

Other 8.80±4.78

Past surgery

No 13.74±4.73 0.002

Yes 10.70±4.91

Residence (C)

No 7.79±4.61 0.05

Yes 9.91±4.65

Care experience

No 8.24±4.26 0.040

Yes 10.20±4.86

Means of transport

Public transport 9.00±4.78 0.038

Private car 10.61±4.61

Taxi 8.00±4.47

HADS‑Depression

Gender (P)

Male 13.54±4.67 0.001

Female 10.22±4.97

Gender (C)

Male 8.42±4.15 <0.0005

Female 13.54±4.66

Primary diagnosis

Lung 14.17±4.42 0.003

Breast 10.05±4.80

Urogenital 10.85±5.19

Other 11.30±5.36

Past surgery

No 10.17±5.17 NS

Yes 8.53±3.99

Residence (C)

No 12.33±4.91 NS

Yes 12.25±5.48

Care experience

No 10.59±4.45 0.004

Yes 13.51±5.09

Means of transport

Public transport 11.88±5.22 NS

Private car 12.47±5.14

Taxi 12.31±4.92
C: Caregivers, P: Patients, NS: Non significant, SD: Standard Deviation, HADS: Hospital 
Anxiety and Depression Scale

increased obligations and with a breakdown in planning 
for the future because of  the disease. In contrast, in most 
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have high levels of  mental disorders because of  the severity 
of  the symptoms of  the illness and the poor prognosis. 
However, we cannot reach conclusions as there are no 
comparative studies looking at the severity and site of  the 
cancer detected, which would probably reveal differences in 
the psychological state of  the caregivers. Finally, regarding 
transportation to the hospital, caregivers escorting patients 
by private vehicle compared to those using a hired vehicle 
appeared to be going through a far more stressful process. 
This is probably due to the lack of  parking spaces at hospital 
sites.

Factor analysis in relation to anxiety and depression 
showed that caregiving outcomes (care effects on 
caregivers’ life), the perceived level of  difficulty, and the 
time dedicated to care duties are significant predictors 
of  caregivers’ psychological condition. According to 
previous studies, care such as assistance in daily activities, 
management of  symptoms, behaviors and feelings, and 
accompanying patients to their treatments adversely affects 
the psychological state of  caregivers.[37,46,47] Similarly, 
Wagner et al.[48] reported that the low burden of  care was 
associated with good psychological health in partners 
of  breast cancer patients. The psychological health of  
caregivers can be adversely affected by factors such as 
difficult and stressful care tasks, personal life restrictions, 
social isolation, uncertainty about disease progression, 
and the duration of  care.[14] The deterioration of  a patient’s 
functionality is associated with increased care demands, 
which is also a significant predictor of  burden.[12] According 
to more recent studies, caregivers of  patients with functional 
deterioration and advanced cancer experienced even higher 
levels of  burden.[19,49] Another study showed that, as the 
“end of  the journey” approaches, some caregivers reported 
symptoms close to cutoff  points of  depression, often 
associated with the patient’s intense symptomatology.[17]

In the present study, multiple regression analyses also 
revealed that the younger age of  caregivers is associated 
with increased anxiety. According to a relatively recent 
study, caregivers of  younger age may experience more 
negative psychological effects.[50] However, extremely 
high depression rates are seen in middle‑aged persons in 
developed countries, which may be explained by the fact 
that this generation of  caregivers procreates at older ages 
and is likely to undertake dual care tasks simultaneously, 
looking after both parents and children.[13]

Limitations
It is difficult to generalize the results of  this study, 

as it is likely that the small convenience sample, the 
inability to randomize the sample, and the heterogeneity 
of  patient diagnoses render the population of  the study 
non‑representative. In retrospect, additional factors such 
as care duration, caregiver personality, and quality of  
relationship between patients and caregivers could probably 
be included in the study as potential mediators in causing 
emotional distress. Finally, studies with exclusively family 
caregivers (husbands or children or siblings) would probably 
lead to more useful conclusions about informal care and its 
effects on caregivers’ anxiety and depression.

Conclusion
We investigated the anxiety and depression of caregivers 

of advanced cancer patients. Negative psychological effects 
were reported by female caregivers, caregivers of male patients 
with lung cancer, caregivers who cared for patients who had 
not been surgically treated for their cancer, caregivers living 
together with patients (co‑residence is associated with greater 
involvement in care), caregivers of younger age, caregivers 
who drove patients to the hospital, caregivers who had 
previously taken care of a loved one with a chronic illness in 
the past, and finally, caregivers who perceived a higher degree 
of burden imposed on them by their caregiving duties. There 
is a need for further investigation of the many factors that may 
contribute to negative caregiver outcomes, so as to determine 
the most significant predictive parameters.

Since the Greek National Health System has high 
expectations of  family members who care for oncology 
patients, especially those with advanced and terminal stages 
of illness, there is an immense need to develop family support 
programs in the community by putting in place appropriate 
and efficient services and interventions. Caregivers who are 
identified as “functioning” and “healthy,” without physical 
and, above all, without psychological distress, will be in a 
better position to help family members who have a serious 
and life‑threatening illness, effectively managing not only 
the care needs of  their loved ones, but also any deeper and 
personal problem that may arise.

Table 4: Multivariable analysis of anxiety and depression variables

Stepwise method R2 
change

Reference 
category

B SE P

Anxiety

BCOS 0.278 ‑ −0.17 0.05 0.0005

Age (C) 0.110 ‑ −0.10 0.03 0.004

Primary diagnosis‑breast 0.038 Lung 0.98 0.51 0.056

OCBS‑difficulty 0.028 ‑ 0.10 0.04 0.024

Gender (C) 0.022 Male 2.01 1.01 0.049

R2, F, P 0.477, (5.93)=116.96, <0.0005

Depression

BCOS 0.283 ‑ −0.14 0.04 0.001

OCBS‑difficulty 0.58 ‑ 0.12 0.04 0.004

Gender (C) 0.046 Male 2.20 0.83 0.009

R2, F, P 0.387, (3.95)=20.00, <0.0005
C: Caregivers, BCOS: Bakas Caregiving Outcomes Scale, OCBS: Oberst Caregiving 
Burden Scale, SE: Standard Error
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